
 
 
 

 
 

 Market News, November 9, 2019  

CYPTOCURRENCY MARKET NEWS 

(News No.79) 

1. Focus of Financial Information and Market 

 What’s latest news and headlines around the world related to the state of the global economy? Follow this crypto currencies newsletter to 

get all updates. 

 White House says tariff could be removed if U.S-China trade deal reached 

 U.S. wholesale inventories revised lower, sales flat 

 Jobs Miss Keeps Door Open for Bank of Canada to Cut Rates 

 Fed Officials See Climate Change as Pressing Threat to Economy 

 S&P 500 posts fifth week of gains as Wall St. hits records 

 Work on ECB digital currency under way, progress possible next year 

 Standard Chartered Banking Group Joins Ethereum Enterprise Alliance 

 Tassat Gets CFTC Approval to Issue Bitcoin Derivatives in US 

 Tether Negates Claim of Griffin & Shams Concerning 2017 BTC Bull Run 

 Digital Currency Revolution Series: Global Regulator ‘Basel’ (BCBS) To Examine Crypto-Assets’ Capital Requirements 

 IZI launches Market Marker, part of IZIChain's ecosystem 



 
 
 

 
 

 WORLD NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

White House says tariff could be removed if U.S-China trade deal reached 

Tariffs could be lifted amid the U.S.-China trade deal if an agreement is reached, a White House 

spokeswoman said on Friday, citing optimism about a final pact but giving no further details. 

“We’re very optimistic for some kind of a deal, and I imagine if we reach one then some tariffs could 

be lifted,” White House spokeswoman Stephanie Grisham told Fox Business News in an interview, 

adding that she did not want to get ahead of negotiations. 

Negative (-) 

2 

U.S. wholesale inventories revised lower, sales flat 

U.S. wholesale inventories fell more than initially estimated in September to post their biggest decline 

in nearly two years, suggesting inventory investment could continue to weigh on economic growth. 

The Commerce Department said on Friday wholesale inventories fell 0.4% in September, instead of 

the previously reported 0.3% decline, after having risen 0.1% in August. Inventories were up 4.8% 

on a year-on-year basis in September. 

The decline in September was the largest since October 2017. 

The component of wholesale inventories that goes into the calculation of gross domestic product fell 

0.3% in September. 

The pace of inventory accumulation has been slowing after stocks increased strongly from the third 

quarter of 2018 through the first quarter of this year. The inventory overhang has led businesses to 

Neutral 



 
 
 

 
 

place fewer orders at factories, contributing to a downturn in the manufacturing sector, which also 

has been hurt by uncertainty over the ongoing U.S-China trade negotiations. 

But inventories shaved economic growth only slightly in the third quarter, when the economy grew 

1.9%, after chopping 0.91 percentage point from growth in the second quarter, when GDP increased 

by 2.0%. 

In September, wholesale auto inventories fell 1.2% after declining 0.3% in the prior month. There 

were also declines in furniture, metals, hardware and nondurable goods. 

Sales at wholesalers were unchanged in September after falling 0.1% in August. Motor vehicle sales 

slumped 3.1% in September after edging up 0.1% in the previous month. 

At September’s sales pace it would take wholesalers 1.36 months to clear shelves, unchanged from 

August. 

3 

Jobs Miss Keeps Door Open for Bank of Canada to Cut Rates 

Canada’s labor market slipped after two straight months of strength, sending the currency lower and 

providing the Bank of Canada with more ammunition if it decides to cut interest rates at its next 

meeting. 

The country lost 1,800 jobs in October, Statistics Canada said Friday in Ottawa, versus economist 

expectations for a 15,000 uptick in employment. It was the first month of job losses since July and 
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comes on the heels of a 135,000 job gain over the prior two months. The unemployment rate held 

steady at 5.5 per cent. 

The Canadian dollar dropped on the report, falling 0.3 per cent to $1.3170 per U.S. dollar at 11:03 

a.m. in Toronto trading. Yields on Canadian two-year bonds were down nearly three basis points to 

1.58 per cent. 

4 

Fed Officials See Climate Change as Pressing Threat to Economy 

Climate change poses current and future risks to the U.S. economy, warned two Federal Reserve 

policy makers at the U.S. central bank’s inaugural conference on climate. 

“Climate change is an economic issue we can’t afford to ignore,” San Francisco Fed President Mary 

Daly said Friday in San Francisco. “The impact of these events go well beyond their immediate 

disruptions. They can destroy wealth, exacerbate existing income inequalities, and -- in the most 

severe cases -- displace people permanently.” 

The head of Fed in the San Francisco said the damage from weather insurance costs was more than $ 

50 billion in 2018, and if including the uninsured damage, it would be nearly double that figure. 

Neutral 

5 

S&P 500 posts fifth week of gains as Wall St. hits records 

Doubts about trade progress resurfaced earlier in the day when President Donald Trump, in remarks 

to reporters at the White House, said he has not agreed to a rollback of U.S. tariffs sought by China. 

Neutral 



 
 
 

 
 

On Thursday, officials from both countries said that the United States and China had agreed to such 

a deal. The market was initially volatile because of Trump's remarks, it climbed right back. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 6.44 points, or 0.02%, to 27,681.24, the S&P 500 gained 7.9 

points, or 0.26%, to 3,093.08 and the Nasdaq Composite added 40.80 points, or 0.48%, to 8,475.31. 

For the week, the S&P 500 rose 0.8%, posting a fifth straight week of gains, while the Nasdaq gained 

1.1%, closing out its sixth straight week of gains. The Dow was up 1.2% for the week. 

The dollar climbed to 109.22 yen, reaching a five-month high of 109.49 the previous day. 

The offshore yuan traded at 6.9768 yuan per dollar, not far from a three-month high of 6.9530 per 

dollar in US trade on Thursday. 

The euro was steady at $1.1051, having marked a low of $1.10355 in US trade, its weakest since Oct. 

16. 

That helped to push up the dollar index to three-week highs of 98.236. The index last stood at 98.112. 

Gold was a tad firmer at $1,468.7844 per ounce, having hit a five-week low of $1.460.7 on Thursday. 

Oil prices slipped with US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude losing 22 cents to $56.93 per barrel. 

Brent was down 11 cents at $62.18. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

  CRYPTOCURRENCIES NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Work on ECB digital currency under way, progress possible next year 

Progress on the feasibility of a digital currency backed by the European Central Bank could be made 

in the coming months, senior officials said on Friday, cautioning that the project faced challenges and 

was for the long term. 

Plans for a European public digital currency have begun emerging after social media giant Facebook 

announced in June its blueprint for Libra, a private digital currency, which spooked regulators who 

have since raised concerns and said Facebook's project could be banned. 

A public cryptocurrency would represent an alternative to Libra and other private projects, and could 

reduce costs of international transactions, which EU officials see as too high. 

Acknowledging it would take time to develop a European public version of Libra, French Finance 

Minister Bruno Le Maire told a news conference in Brussels: "The fact that it is for the long term 

does not prevent us from working and having results next year." 

An ECB official told Reuters the euro zone's central bank was already working on the technical 

aspects of a digital currency and would present clarifications to European Union governments soon. 

The ECB official said several options were being studied. Under the most ambitious plan, users of 

the new digital coin could open bank accounts directly at the ECB. That would cut transaction costs 

but would make existing banks and payment services largely redundant. 

Positive (+) 



 
 
 

 
 

2 

Standard Chartered Banking Group Joins Ethereum Enterprise Alliance 

International banking group Standard Chartered has become the latest member of a blockchain 

standard-building organization, the Ethereum Enterprise Alliance (EEA). 

In a press release issued on Nov. 6, Standard Chartered said the move would allow it to expand its 

client offerings across its 60 international markets. 

The EEA formed in March 2017 as a collaborative effort exploring the development and 

implementation of blockchain solutions across economic sectors. Its membership base now runs into 

the hundreds, with participation from entities including Microsoft, Hyperledger and various other 

international banks such as Santander and Russia’s Sberbank 

Positive (+) 

3 

Tassat Gets CFTC Approval to Issue Bitcoin Derivatives in US 

New York-based financial technology firm Tassat — formerly known as  trueDigital — has succeeded 

in overcoming the first hurdle in its bid to launch a fully-regulated crypto derivatives exchange. 

According to an announcement from the United States Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

(CFTC) on Nov. 7, the regulator has approved the transfer of a swap execution facility (SEF) 

registration from fellow New York-based financial services firm trueEX to Tassat. 

Negative (-) 

4 

Tether Negates Claim of Griffin & Shams Concerning 2017 BTC Bull Run 

Recently, the compnay has issued its official response against the revised paper written by two U.S. 

academics John M. Griffin and Amin Shams. 
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Tether and Bitfinex both repudiated the statements made by the professors on their respective 

websites. The announcement stated that there is a lack of clarity in the research and does not 

“established a valid sequence of events” to support the claims. The broadcast reads: “The revised 

paper is a watered-down and embarrassing walk-back of its predecessor that still suffers from the 

same methodological defects, coupled with the clumsy assertion that one lone whale may be 

responsible for the rise of bitcoin in 2017.” 

Griffin and Shams previously wrote an article on June 2018, claiming that Tether is a financial 

supporter Bitfinex and created more tether without pegging U.S. dollar just to prop up the dipping 

price of Bitcoin and later on used these coins (Tether) to purchase bitcoin which inflated the sudden 

price rise of Bitcoin (BTC). 

5 

Digital Currency Revolution Series: Global Regulator ‘Basel’ (BCBS) To Examine Crypto-

Assets’ Capital Requirements 

Basel committee is investigating the capital requirements for crypto assets. The Global banking 

regulator, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) appears to be striving to establish as 

to how much capital lenders should hold to cover the risks generated by dealing with cryptocurrencies 

Reuters reported  that the Basel Committee which includes banking regulators from the United States, 

Europe and Japan agreed to publish a paper on the prudential treatment of crypto assets. 
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“The Committee reiterated its view that the prudential treatment of banks’ crypto asset exposures 

should appropriately reflect the high degree of risk of crypto assets,” the Committee suggested at the 

end of a two-day summit in Madrid, that banks should take into consideration the riskiness of 

cryptocurrencies while contemplating crypto asset exposure. 

The Basel Committee (BCBS) on Banking Supervision have defined some important practices as 

precautionary measures for banking operations towards cryptocurrency exposure. The BCBS 

establishes the global regulatory framework for the banks including the bank capital adequacy rules 

which were tightened especially after banking crisis took place during 2008. 

The organization also noted that — given ongoing initiatives in the crypto industry — it will seek the 

views of stakeholders regarding the prudent treatment of crypto assets. 

Furthermore, the Basel Committee announced that it will look into the reliance of banks on 

unregulated third parties for services, such as cloud computing and data. 

The final consultation paper will come into force in January 2022. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

  IZI NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Summary of important events: 

1. Plan to open deposit on Coineal.com on October 10, 2019 

2. Close synchronization of Airdrop and Bounty Global balances from July 20, 2019 to November 

2019, pay 20% per month. 

3. Airdrop V2 program at: https://t.me/IZIChainNetworkAirdropV2Bot 

4. Update function "Transfer IZI among accounts within the system" on the website 

https://www.izichain.io 

5. Temporarily delay deposit on coineal and will be notified later. 

Positive (+) 

2 
IZI launches Market Marker, part of IZIChain's ecosystem. 

For more details at : https://izichain.io/marketmarkeren.html 
Positive (+) 

3 

✳️ 1. Open Withdrawal for all accounts with IZI balance and no withdrawal amount limit. 

Go to: https://www.izichain.io/withdrawal.html 

✳️ 2. Open Register the balance synchronization of Airdrop V2👇 

👉 Time to open: November 01, 2019 - November 30, 2019. 

👉 Time to pay: from December 1, 2019 - December 31, 2019. 

Go to: https://www.izichain.io/transferfrombot.html 

 

https://t.me/IZIChainNetworkAirdropV2Bot
https://www.izichain.io/
https://izichain.io/marketmarkeren.html
https://www.izichain.io/withdrawal.html


 
 
 

 
 

or Click Transfer -> Airdrop Bot on the menu. 

➡️ Add ERC20 Token 

Contract: 0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed 

Name: IZIChain 

Symbol: IZI 

Decimals: 4 

We recommend the following wallets: Trust Wallet, MyEtherWallet, Parity, MetaMask, Mist, 

imToken (iOS & Android) 



 
 
 

 
 

2.Comparison Table for summary of important product 

 

  

Comparison Table  ( In USD) 

Name of  Product Current Price 
The price of the 

previous day 
Change Note  

Bitcoin 8,836.10 9,208.00 -4.04%   

Ethereum 185.35 186.66 -0.70%   

Brent Oil Futures 62.61 62.29 0.51%   

Crude Oil WTI Futures 57.44 57.15 0.51%   

Gold 1,459.60 1,466.40 -0.46%   

Dow Jones 27,678.22 27,674.80 0.01%   

USD Index 98.218 97.989 0.23%   



 
 
 

 
 

3. CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET COMMENT: 

BTC 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $6,800-7,200 1st Resistance Level ( day) $15,000-$17,200 

2nd Support Level (week) $7,700 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $13,500-$15,000 

3rd Support Level (day) $8,000-8,500 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $12,000-$13,500 

4th Support Level (short term) $9,000-$9,500 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $10,000-$12,000 

 

- BTC has suddenly dropped to the $ 8,800 zone after failure of attempting to cross the $ 9,500 range many times with small trading 

volumes. 

- If BTC cannot sustain above $ 8,800, it is unlikely that the $ 7,200 zone will withstand the sell-off trend of the market. Currently 

the SL of $ 7,200 zone is the current medium term, if this SL area is lost, the possibility of BTC back to the $ 6,000-$6,600 area is 

possible. 

- BTC needs to hold above $ 8,800, otherwise the short-term trend will be around $ 8,000- $ 8,500 or move around $ 7,200-$7,700 

Recommendation: 

-  The short-term investor can have swing trading as recommendation. (Buy: $8,000 - $8,500 & Sell: $8,800). Or ( Buy : $7,200-

$7,000 & Sell: $8,000) with safer. 

-  Long-term investors: should observe and wait for the medium-term bottom is formed. 



 
 
 

 
 

ETH 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $146 1st Resistance Level ( day) $320-370 

2nd Support Level (week) $164 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $290-320 

3rd Support Level (day) $180 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $255-290 

4th Support Level (short term) $190 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $220-255 

 

- It is unlikely that ETH will surpass the $ 200 zone if it does not return to check and maintain the price above the $ 180 zone because 

of modest trading volume 

- Currently, along with the general trend of the cryptocurrency market, ETH tends to retest the SL zone in the short term. If the SL of  

$ 180 zone is broken, the $ 164 zone will become a new SL zone in the near term. And if the SL of $ 164 zone is broken within week, 

it should be reconsidered in the medium and long term. 

- In the short term, ETH may continue to fluctuate around $ 180- $200. 

Recommendation:  

- Short-term investors can have swing trading around SL&RL respectively. (Buy $180 – Sell $ 200 - $220)  

- Long-term investors: should observe more signals of confirming the bottom in the medium and long term. 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

4. GENERAL INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS : 

- Short-term investors may have the swing trading within range of the SL &RL as analyzed above. 

- Long-term investors should not rush to open positions at this time, but should continue to observe the return of cash flow. 

- The general trend of the crypto currency market is going down, so it is not too surprising that the prices of most cryptocurrencies have 

fallen and returned to the SL regions in the medium and long term. If the confirmation of a bottom in the medium and long term appears, 

the price return is only a matter of time. 

- BTC is currently testing the $ 8,000-$8,800 area as a SL zone in the short term. Small investors still hope this area can sustain in the 

near future. In the medium term, the possibility of a breakdown of this zone is still possible and then the $ 6,000-$7,700 area will be 

the new SL in the medium term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

CONTACT: 

Website: https://www.izichain.io 

Newsletters: https://www.izichain.io/newsletters.html 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/chain_izi 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/izichainnetwork/ 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMR_QEUHAOUteFFaeLAKgdQ 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/izichainnetwork/ 

Medium: https://medium.com/@izichainnetwork 

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel 

Telegram Global: https://t.me/izichainnetwork 

Telegram Network Global: https://t.me/izichainnetworkglobal 

Telegram Vietnam: https://t.me/izichainvietnam 

Telegram Indonesia: https://t.me/izichainindonesia 

Telegram Philippines: https://t.me/izichainphilippine 

Telegram Indian: https://t.me/izichainindia 

Telegram Bangladesh: https://t.me/izichainbangladesh 

Telegram Persian: https://t.me/izichainiran 

Telegram Turkey: https://t.me/izichainturkey 

Telegram Africa: https://t.me/izichainafrica 

Telegram Russian: https://t.me/izichainrussian  

https://www.izichain.network/
https://www.izichain.network/newsletters.html
https://twitter.com/chain_izi
https://www.facebook.com/izichainnetwork/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMR_QEUHAOUteFFaeLAKgdQ
https://www.reddit.com/user/izichainnetwork/
https://medium.com/@izichainnetwork
https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel
https://t.me/izichainnetwork
https://t.me/izichainnetworkglobal
https://t.me/izichainvietnam
https://t.me/izichainindonesia
https://t.me/izichainphilippine
https://t.me/izichainindia
https://t.me/izichainbangladesh
https://t.me/izichainiran
https://t.me/izichainturkey
https://t.me/izichainafrica
https://t.me/izichainrussian


 
 
 

 
 

Market channel: 

Coineal: 

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT 

https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html 

ZBG: 

https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_zt 

https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_usdt 

Market information:  

Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/ 

Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain 

Coincodex: https://coincodex.com/crypto/izichain/ 

Livecoinwatch: https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/IZIChain-IZI 

Whitepaper: https://whitepaper.io/coin/izichain 

 

 

 

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT
https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html
https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_zt
https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_usdt
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain
https://coincodex.com/crypto/izichain/
https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/IZIChain-IZI
https://whitepaper.io/coin/izichain


 
 
 

 
 

The prediction of third channels: 

https://walletinvestor.com/forecast/izichain-prediction 

https://digitalcoinprice.com/forecast/izichain 

Etherscan:  

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed 

NOTICE: 

- This newsletter is produced by the IZIChain, released daily to you hang. This message provides information and ideas is only for 

reference purposes.  

 

- This message no intention and purpose constitute financial advice, investment, transaction, or any other advice. This message  not to 

be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any currencies. Information and comments do not mean to endorse or 

recommend any cryptocurrencies or other investment vehicles based on mass media. IZIChain tried in the scope may use the 

information complete and reliable, but we have not confirmed the information given is absolutely correct and complete.  

 

- The reader should also note that unless otherwise stated, the IZIChain and 3rd party data provider  does not warrant the accuracy, 

completeness and timeliness of the data that we provide and will is not responsible for any damage related to the use of these data is 

guaranteed the right common , partial or whole this newsletter are not corrected, reproduced in any form without the consent in 

writing of IZIChain. Sincerely thank customers. 

 

https://walletinvestor.com/forecast/izichain-prediction
https://digitalcoinprice.com/forecast/izichain
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed

